Mystery is everywhere in the world; from what I can see, it’s a secret desire. The tall, dark, and handsome guy standing on the other side of the room; the latest murder in the news; or pop culture’s abundance of mystery television shows and books—I love the idea of the unpredictable and trying to solve problems single-handedly, which is why I got caught up in the world of mystery.

I started my journey into this genre when I was in eighth grade reading the Pretty Little Liars book series written by Sara Shepard (Figure 1). I was obsessed. I personally felt as if I was piecing together the clues and solving the crimes. I loved how Sara Shepard wrote the series of Pretty Little Liars—every page left me wanting more. The novels were already incredibly popular with the audience.
I was a part of, until the television show premiered and the series became even more popular than before. Seeing this continual growth in popularity made me intrigued about the genre of mystery novels and what it is about them that makes me love them as much as I do. So with that interest in mind, I chose to break out my genre analysis skills and my knowledge of cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) and take a crack at the writing process with my own mystery story.

“There is nothing like first-hand evidence” — Sherlock Holmes, *A Study in Scarlet*

A great approach to studying genre is to do a genre experiment, or actually try out the kind of writing you are learning more about. To begin writing my own mystery short story, I started with what every author should: research. I sat down and brainstormed a giant list of questions that I had about the genre of mystery stories. I began thinking of all the reasons why I love reading novels—particularly the elements of surprise. From my observations and antecedent knowledge, I realized that mystery novels have a set of main conventions and characteristics; however, I needed more than my own brain to figure out what they were. So I researched my first question: “What are the conventions of the characters for mystery novels?” In the course of my research, I found a “The Five Essential Elements of a Mystery” chart (Penguin). According to this list, the most popular mystery novels involve a protagonist who takes it upon him/herself to solve the crime, plus a cast of clients, victims, and suspects.

These characters are vital to the mystery genre, but my research also showed that two other conventions seem to have a greater importance: the crime and the clues to help solve it. According to a “Genre Characteristics Chart” that I found in my Internet searching, the clues throughout the novels are what keep the reader involved (Scholastic). If the audience isn’t engaged in the crime and with the characters, they won’t have any desire to read books in this genre.

The information I found about clues shaped my second research question: “Are there different types of clues in mystery novels?” It turns out there are two kinds that authors use. The first is a foreshadowing clue, meaning something used to warn or signify a future event. The second form of clue is a red-herring clue, on which I had to do follow-up research. I found that red-herring clues are the exact opposite of foreshadowing (Scholastic). These types of clues are used to lead the audience to mistaken
conclusions about what happened or who the perpetrator was. I have been a victim of red herrings so many times and I had no idea that was what happened. This research was helping me to discover how sneaky mystery novelists can be.

A second research question of interest to me was: “What are the subgenres of mystery novels?” So I continued my research before I sat down to write my own personal mystery. I found four subgenres of mystery writing; no wonder it has been hard to figure out the difference. According to Mysterynet.com, these subgenres are known as locked room/puzzle, cozy, hard-boiled, and police procedural. Mysterynet.com explained the different subgenres in a clear way. The police procedural subgenre shows up a lot, especially in television series. Since it fits with my love of solving crimes and clues, the experience of watching these types of television series helped me develop an antecedent knowledge about this subgenre. I knew right away that police procedural plots involve the police and the steps they take to solve a crime. I knew less about hard-boiled mysteries, which are formed when one specific character is working to solve the crime separate from the justice system, like a vigilante character (Marling). The other two forms of mystery novels, puzzle/locked room and cozy mysteries, I had to do further research about. Locked room or puzzle mysteries do in fact include a locked room or a puzzle. The authors of these types of novels often have the victim of the crime found in a room with no exit and the other characters solve the escape of the murderer. The cozy subgenre is described as having the characters in the novel reside in a secluded house, and the focus is on how they use clues to solve the murder. Figure 2 illustrates some of the mystery subgenres I learned about, plus a few more.

![Figure 2: Part of a larger fictional genre chart, this image shows some of the subgenres of mystery novels and how they relate to thrillers. The entire chart was posted by Jeannette de Beauvoir on the Beyond the Elements of Styles blog.](image-url)
What’s really interesting about the conventions of mystery stories is that in some ways they seem self-explanatory, but they also are filled with hidden meanings, making writing in this specific genre that much more desirable to me the further I got into the research. Conventions of this genre are sometimes elements you pick up quickly after reading or watching a few mysteries, such as the basic question and answer method of plots. Questions like, “Who stole the cookie from the cookie jar?” create a mystery, a need for an answer and thus an investigation. Mysteries have been around from when we were little, we just didn’t realize it then, and all this time, we were developing our knowledge of the genre without even knowing it.

“Education never ends, Watson. It is a series of lessons, with the greatest for the last.” – Sherlock Holmes, His Last Bow

Before I began writing my own mystery story, I realized that I needed more information than just what type of characters to have and what subgenre to write in. I needed to know more specifics about typical characteristics of the genre. The characteristics of a genre can be as broad as how many pages, what the title is, and how many chapters there are. However, characteristics can also be as specific as what kinds of conflict are typical or how that conflict can be resolved.

From my antecedent knowledge of mystery novels, I know that most titles include something about the crime, a sort of foreshadowing tool. Take the Nancy Drew or Sherlock Holmes novels, for example. In order to further analyze the common characteristics in this genre of mystery novels, I made up a chart with several questions (Figure 3). To gain a broad perspective of the genre I chose the first book in the series of three different types of novels: Nancy Drew, The Secret of the Old Clock; Pretty Little Liars; and Sherlock Holmes, A Study in Scarlet.

What this question chart is stating is that even these three very different mystery novels still have a number of common characteristics. All three novels are the same subgenre; however, the plot lines are very different from one another. This shows how the mystery genre can be adapted in so many ways. Another similarity between the novels is the type of characters included. In each novel, at least one main character is working to solve the mystery at hand, but there are others that help make the story more interesting for the readers.
“Eliminate all other factors, and the one which remains must be the truth.” — Sherlock Holmes, *The Sign of Four*

After I figured out the basic characteristics of the genre, I brainstormed more about what I wanted for my mystery. I wanted it to be in the cozy subgenre with at least five characters, and I wanted to write something that would be “popular,” in other words, something that would have broad appeal. I chose five characters because I wanted to have more personalities to develop with the story lines and more opportunity for conflict. I think the cozy subgenre is very popular today—many mystery and thriller novels and movies are set in that subgenre.
One of the things I learned from studying CHAT is that it’s important to consider how a genre is talked about and how it’s thought of in society. I believe that mysteries are extremely popular in today’s society, and there are so many great original mystery novels that are increasing in popularity. I personally love the conventions of the genre, such as the suspense and the opportunity to share the struggles of the plot with the characters, and I think this plays a big part in why the audience loves the genre. This notion goes hand-in-hand with the CHAT term socialization, because socialization involves how readers interact with the mystery novels and one another, as well as how the novel influences and is influenced by social and cultural practices at the time. Mystery novels are great reads because the authors draw you as a reader into the story and use the clues to get you thinking and predicting the characters’ next moves. Even beyond the text itself, many readers of novels end up interacting with other readers and discussing the books during and after they read them. They might even join Facebook groups or fan fiction websites to keep the interaction going.

Taking these terms into consideration, I discovered that a lot of work goes into writing in this genre. You can’t just sit down and write about a murder or kidnapping and think it will make it to the New York Times Best Sellers List. I wanted my story to be directed to a target audience of young women, preferably high school to college readers. With this audience, I could draw on what I learned in my research about the genre, but I also had the freedom to make the plotline more relatable to my own life. This seems like something other authors probably think about too, because combining what you know about a genre with your own experience means not having to imagine too much, making the writing process easier and reading more enjoyable.

With a target audience in mind, I realized I then had to think about the reception of this genre, which is another term related to CHAT. Reception includes how the audience will think about the piece and how it’s taken up by the culture the author has targeted. Using myself as an example with Pretty Little Liars, I know that many people in my age group have a positive perception of the novel series. I wanted to integrate that in my own writing, so I decided to include some elements from Pretty Little Liars that my peers enjoyed. I surveyed ten women in my age group and asked them what they particularly liked about the Pretty Little Liars novel series. My results are as follows (Figure 4).
From this survey I learned a lot about the reception of this particular genre. I now know that of the people I surveyed, four out of the ten love the suspense of the novel series, three out of the ten thought that the characters and their relationships were the best, and the other three people polled loved the action, the drama and the how the crimes are being solved. The survey ended up with results that were very interesting and helped me form a better idea of readers’ reception of this particular mystery series. Now that I have a sense of key elements of reception at work in a mystery novel, I can include these elements to enhance the story that I am writing.

I have also learned in studying CHAT that what the audience thinks and says about your novel or genre in general determines the *trajectory* of the piece. Trajectory is defined as where the life of this genre leads. It’s not just about who reads the novel, but who writes reviews of it, who talks about it to their friends, who posts about it on Facebook, and other activities that get discussion of the novel out into the world. Without a strong trajectory, a novel will not last and will slowly fade away without ever becoming popular. Knowing what I have learned about trajectory and reception, I believe the target audience that I chose for my story is spot on. With an audience of young adults, preferably girls, my story has the potential to have quite a trajectory. Teenage girls are famous for ruling social media sites, so if they enjoy my story enough to post about it, the audience will grow. If readers post great things about my story, then reviewers may take that into consideration and give me better reviews. It’s a domino effect of how well the story will do in the public eye.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The suspense of the plot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The relationships built between characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The drama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The crimes and how they're solved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The characters themselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The connection between the characters and the reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>The suspense</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Survey taken on what readers like best about the Pretty Little Liars novel series.
So with all of my research at hand, I started making decisions about my story. First, I determined that my characters would be a group of teenagers on vacation. I wanted to intertwine a clue aspect into my story as well, so I created one character as a villain while the others had to figure out who that villain is. I believe that this type of storyline has potential because the characters I will develop will be similar to characters from other successful examples of the genre.

“Nothing clears up a case so much as stating it to another person.” — Sherlock Holmes, *Silver Blaze*

So there you have it, the genre of mystery in all of its complicated characteristics and conventions. OK, well, I suppose this is really just the tip of the mystery iceberg. I discovered a few important aspects and tried these out in my genre experiment, but I also realized that if I were going to publish a mystery novel, I’d need to do a lot more research and find out even more about this complex genre. This genre is more than just a story about a man or woman solving a crime, and through my research I found that mysteries are often deep, meaningful explorations of pain, suffering, and the search for justice. Mystery stories are more than just a “beach read” or a novel for a book report; mysteries are written to involve the readers, to change the way they think. There are so many aspects of this genre to analyze by looking at characteristics and thinking about CHAT terms that it makes me appreciate mystery novelists and the great work they have accomplished so much more than I did previously.
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